Web development is a broad term for the work involved in developing a web site
for the Internet or an intranet (a private network). This can include web design,
web content development, client liaison, client-side/server-side scripting, web
server and network security configuration, and e-commerce development.

Web development may be a
collaborative effort between
your business design and our
web department. Our web
development teams consist of
a single permanent
webmaster, secondary
assignment as a graphic
designer, and information
systems technician in us only.

Since the mid-1990s, computer development
has been fast growing industry for me. In 1995 I
had fewer than 40 web development projects
in the United States, but by 2012 we have
expanded to over 500 such project in the world that have done.
The growth of this industry is being pushed by large businesses wishing to sell
products and services to their customers and to automate business workflow now
small to medium size business can use the same systems cost affectively.
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Web site development at loringbrister.com is now able to make web design
accessible for both small to large companies and individuals further fueling the
growth of loringbrister.com web development.
As far as web development tools and platforms are concerned, there are many
systems available we can use to benefit in development. A popular example of
our coding (Linux, Apache, MySQL, PHP, ASP, ASP.NET, FLASH, HTM, HTML, and
HTML 5) is used to add uniqueness to your company’s website. Our web
development software, Adobe Dreamweaver, Adobe Flash, Microsoft Silverlight,
Visual Studios, or Microsoft Expression Studio can be used to design a superior
website.
In addition, cost of Web site
development and hosting has
dropped dramatically during
this time. Instead of costing
tens of thousands of dollars,
as was the case for early
websites, we can now
develop a simple web site for
less using one of the many
template website or
depending on the complexity
and amount of content we
can build such as you desire.
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We are able to code ourselves by not using
outside coders like programmers from china
and India that could put spy code in your
website.

web development for Internet communication,
E-BOOK, online technical books, online
periodicals, online video tutorials, online
webcasts, secure e-commerce, secure user
name & password logon code or webcam
training. Protect the transfer of sensitive data
on websites, intranets, and extranets. This
website security solution features essential SSL,
the Secured Seal, the most recognized trust
mark on the Internet, and malware scanning.

SSL and More in a
Single Solution:
Secure Site helps
drive traffic to your
site and reduce
abandoned
transactions. Our
premium SSL
Certificate, the
Secured Seal, Seal-inSearch technology,
and daily website
malware scanning
work together to help
assure your
customers that your
site is safe from
search to browse to
buy
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